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The Beat of Creative Incitement

Perhaps from our experience of random physical and emotional abuse as young boys or

remembering the men in white robes and hoods blocking our station wagon, checking inside

and questioning my parents, my older brother and I learned to hide early on. We laid down

in the back seat, and as we were eventually waved through, I peeked back to see flames

licking up a burning cross in the darkness. My eyes widened as I saw what seemed like

white ghosts fading in the distance.

I recall one instance as a young teenager: our pastor, his wife and oldest son were visiting

our home one Sunday afternoon. The adults chatted over coffee on the outdoor patio

enjoying a calm, beautiful spring day, the weeping willow trees gently waving in the breeze.

My younger brother and I played with the pastor’s son in the room we shared. Soon, the boy

began to pick on my six-year-old brother, pushing and shoving him. I told him to stop, but

the shoving only intensified. When my little brother lost his balance and fell, cutting his head

on the bed’s sharp corner, the anger inside me erupted. Grabbing the boy’s collar in one

hand, the back of his trousers in another, I drove him out of the house through the patio

screen door, disturbing the calm setting of our parents, replacing it with the clatter of coffee

cups and saucers landing on the tabletop, and me screaming that if he ever hurt my brother

again, I’d “beat his a** without mercy.”

Strangely, the pastor’s son didn’t accompany them on future visits.

* * *

I was in the Republic of Ireland when that fire, what I now recognize as the drum of the

“creative inciter,” first began to overwhelm my heart. As an Irish citizen (my mother was

Irish, and I have dual Irish and US citizenship), I’ve learned G. K. Chesterton was right when

he said of the Irish, “All their love songs are sad and their war songs are happy.”

Where I lived in Dublin—technically, Tallaght, a suburb I once swore I’d never live in—I

often got around by bus, regularly wondering whether the bus schedule was outdated or the

bus itself had gone missing (which did happen now and again). One day, on what they call a

“soft day” (with floating mist that never quite becomes rain but nevertheless leaves you

soaked), I was waiting, with a degree of impatience, for the 49 bus to city center to meet

friends for the “literary crawl,” a walk from pub to pub formerly frequented by Irish writers.

It was thoroughly enjoyable to relive the rich past in those historic halls, watching actors

recite excerpts from Finnegan’s Wake, Ulysses, Dracula and the occasional sharp-witted

epigrams of Oscar Wilde. We’d knock back pints of “the black stuff” and learn about the

esteemed Republican revolutionary leader Michael Collins. We’d walk part of the way home
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on the damp cobblestone streets, and I’d close my eyes, breathing deep the wonder of those

warrior poets whose creativity seemed to now reverberate in my heart and soul.

If this was a part of my heritage, I thought, then maybe I too was a part of this larger work of opening

people’s eyes to the richness of art, music and poetic words. It was my first thought of what I now

recognize would become a deeply biblical and God-inspired call on my life.

Though in God’s economy everyone who’s reborn as his new creation is a creative inciter,

whether man or woman, artist or farmer.

Creativity is typically described as involving the use of one’s imagination. It is not exclusive

to artists, writers and musicians; creativity is observable in people from all walks of life who

are generally inventive and resourceful, including students, engineers, architects, professors,

pastors and stay-at-home parents. Some of these people may dabble in the arts, but they

primarily deal with the practical side of life, navigating problems as they present themselves,

ultimately coming up with successful solutions.

Incitement, from the fifteenth-century Latin word incitare, means “to awaken, to bring out of

sleep.” The term inciter conjures images and words like radicals, insurrectionists,

revolutionaries and rabble-rousers. While these terms may fit God’s called at particular

times, inciter can also imply anyone who leads people to change, to improve their condition.

It may be parents waking their children’s minds through schooling, doctors practicing

medical art to restart a heart or any teacher investing in a learner, whether disadvantaged or

privileged.

Creative inciters somehow bring these two values together. A reasonable definition is

“someone willing to embrace the role of risk taker, a person willing to be an agent of change

and a driving force.” A creative inciter unleashes other people’s creative energy through

their own; their efforts culminate in positive and productive action, not negative action from

false motives. It is action from truth and is essentially revolutionary in the most positive

sense of the word.

—From Chapter 2, “Calling All Creative Inciters”


